Writing

Guiding Principle
Writing can contribute to building almost every kind of inner control of literacy learning that is needed by a successful reader...and yet there may be no predictable sequence in which the shifts in control can occur! (Clay, 2001, p. 12)

When we speak or when we listen to speech we are constructing and composing. When we write down a phrase, message or story we are constructing and composing. When we read what someone else has written we are constructing and composing. These three activities draw upon language knowledge in similar ways. (Clay, 2005, p. 50)

When the child composes the ‘message’ that he will write . . . it is about
• going from ideas in the head
• to spoken words
• to printed message
• and finding out that you can construct those messages. (Clay, 2005, p. 51)

A Little Background
“Writing” as a topic brings many aspects of the process to our minds. Are we talking about the conventions of grammar, spelling, punctuation, hand-writing? Are we talking about composing and writing messages? Are we talking about style?

In this toolkit, the emphasis is on supporting children as they compose and write their own stories or texts. It is also about building a known writing vocabulary, hearing and recording sounds in words, constructing words from their parts, and using analogy to construct new words. “It is about shifting from simple sentences at first to complex sentences later, and about using a variety of ways to structure sentences, and packing more interest into the message” (Clay, 2005, p. 50). The RRCNA resources listed later in the toolkit offer many ideas for supporting children as they become writers throughout the elementary years.

We know that children need massive opportunities to read and write continuous text. And we know that support for the reciprocal relationships between reading and writing has research documentation.

In short, writing allows a slow analysis of detail in print; both reading and writing draw on the same sources of knowledge about letters, sounds, chunks, clusters, words, syntax (or grammar and sentence construction); the rules of discourse, and narrative structures and genre differences; gains in reading may enrich writing and vice versa; and dipping into a large pool of both reading and writing knowledge will help those with limited knowledge of the language, and may have cognitive advantages. (Clay, 1998, p. 139 or Clay, 2014, p. 154)

During your experience with this toolkit, you will want to return to specific parts of Promising Literacy for Every Child: Reading Recovery and a Comprehensive Literacy System (RRCNA, 2014), referred throughout this document as the Guide. Suggestions are provided in the next section.
How to Use This Toolkit

This toolkit provides a wide range of resources available through RRCNA. The leader(s) of your professional learning community will want to choose resources that meet the needs of teachers and children in your context. You will, of course, want to include other resources available to you to enrich the experience. In order to get the most from this toolkit, consider the following suggestions.

▶ Initial Session(s)

The following resources are suggested as possible initial activities for the group.

**Self-Assessment**

1. Go to page 20 in the Guide and examine your essential beliefs relative to supporting students during the process of writing continuous text. Share perspectives.
2. Go to pages 35–37 in the Guide and discuss your assessment of current classroom practices related to writing.
3. Go to pages 40–41 in the Guide and discuss your assessment of current assessment and progress monitoring tools that relate to writing.
4. Go to pages 44–46 in the Guide to discuss your assessment of interventionists’ current practices that relate to writing.

**Discussion**

Based on your self-assessment, did you identify some areas for exploration as a learning community? Set goals for your learning and make a plan for accomplishing those goals.

**Reading**

To stimulate inquiry, ask one or two members of the group to read one of the following articles or book chapters and share with the group, inviting conversation among the learning community.


▶ Subsequent Sessions

Preview the list of RRCNA resources and decide which ones will be useful for your learning community. You may wish to use a jigsaw arrangement for resources you select. Instead of a session planned for the whole group, individuals or small groups may work together on selected activities with various resources and then bring information back to share with the larger group.

▶ Application of Learning

A crucial aspect of community learning is for participants to apply what they learn in their own settings and to share with others in the professional learning community. Think about ways to measure changes in your learning as well as changes in student learning. For example, if participants explore writing assessments or teaching practices introduced through the RRCNA resources, they will want to share their experiences with colleagues.

▶ Final Session(s)

Return to the goals you set for your explorations of writing during the initial session. Take time to evaluate the learning experiences and set goals for future learning and applications.
Webcasts ($45 RRCNA members; $75 non-members)

Guided Writing: Teaching with Power and Purpose.
Jan Richardson
Guided writing is a small group approach to writing instruction that targets a specific skill or strategy students need to learn. Topics include analyzing writing samples to identify a focus strategy, creating powerful mini-lessons, and providing appropriate scaffolds and prompts that help students accelerate.

Flexibility in Problem Solving During Writing
Mary Fried
Insights from Marie Clay, student samples, and video segments are provided to demonstrate over time in writing, the value of variety in writing, and examples of information narrative writing. (Although this webcast is intended for Reading Recovery professionals, it has implications for teachers of young children.)

Free Audio Files

Reading Recovery and Classroom Writing (RR/Grade 1)
Adria Klein (2014)
Common Core Standards set the expectations for students to write using evidence from literary and informational texts. Explore links between writing in Reading Recovery and first grade classrooms.

Creating a Strong Community of ELL Writers (K-2)
Stella Villalba (2012)
Learn how to integrate author studies and mentor texts in a writing workshop framework to raise strong writers with English language learners in early grades. Videos and books are shared.

Bringing Nonfiction Writing to Life in Your Classroom
Tony Stead (2011)
Discover proven instructional strategies for teaching students to become effective writers of nonfiction. Learn how to teach your students to be ‘real writers’ for ‘real purposes.’ Includes planning and managing your writing program, linking with content studies, and giving children a writing structure.

Nurturing Young Writers
Matt Glover (2011)
Young children are capable of incredible thinking, which can be seen in their writing, when they see themselves as writers and when adults honor children’s approximations of writing. Using video and writing samples, learn how these beliefs translate into instructional practices in early childhood classrooms. Practical and developmentally appropriate strategies are provided.

Getting the Most Out of Interactive Writing
Ruth Roth and others (2009)
Review components of the interactive writing lesson and look closely at the importance and benefits of the composing stage. Many writing samples are used to discuss the writing process.
Traveling Across the Writing Workshop
Kathy Hoover (2008)
A tour through a year of writing workshop includes stops to visit study units. We unpack our backpacks and share supplies, mini-lessons, and texts needed for a successful writing workshop adventure.

Opportunities for Responding: Guided Reading and Written Response
Jeffery Williams (2008)
One often neglected opportunity of guided reading is teaching about and scaffolding for writing in response to reading. Explore methods of teaching, engaging and supporting young readers in quality written response as an integral part of small-group, guided reading instruction.

Creating Successful Writers with Mentor Tasks
Rose Capelli and Lynne Dorfman (2008)
Learn ways to use literature to support students in making reading/writing connections. Activities for developing the traits of writing with literature models are shared, and the importance of teacher as writer is emphasized and modeled.

Creating Contexts for Meaningful Independent Reading and Writing
BethAnn Browning (2007)
Learn how to develop and implement meaningful, independent literacy work during reading workshop. Videos show children in Grades K-2 engaged in exploration and practice. Implementation plan provided.

The Art and Science of K-1 Writing Demonstrations
Terry Botsford (2007)
Examine daily opportunities to show K-1 students the skills and thought processes of a writer. Examples of growth over time illustrate the effectiveness of this approach.

Informational Books and Writing: Making the Connection
Evelyn Freeman (2006)
Recent informational books that represent various formats such as ABC, counting, diaries and others are shared. Suggestions for using these books as models for children’s writing are presented.

Teaching for Strategies in a Reading/Writing Workshop
Mona Yoast-Bertino (2006)
When we focus classroom instruction on teaching FOR strategy use, powerful reading/writing connections can be made. Identify strategies that support and connect the reading and writing process, and model ways to teach FOR these strategies.

Reading and Writing Nonfiction in the Primary Grades
Adria Klein (2006)
Effective instructional practices including shared reading, guided reading, and interactive writing using nonfiction texts are demonstrated for implementation in primary classrooms.

Audio Files for Purchase

Interactive Writing: Not Just for Beginners (K-6)
Ann Giddings, Deborah Corpus, and Nicole Cegielski (2016)
Interactive writing effectively helps children become proficient readers and writers. Explore adaptations to interactive writing used in individual and small group sessions from kindergarten through fourth grades.

Spicing Up Narrative Writing with High Interest Genres (3-6)
Nicole Laird (2016)
Ignite writers by using a variety of high interest narrative genres to engage and excite during writers workshop.

Kindergarten Literacy: The Power of Writing (K-2)
Christy Moore and Sharon Buchanan (2016)
What kind of power does writing have on reading? Looking at research and classroom practice, learn how improved writing instruction has the potential to improve the reading abilities of kindergarten students.
An Authentic Approach to Foundational Skills (K-2)
Susan Vincent (2015)
Research supports teaching foundational skills using authentic reading and writing, but this requires skillful planning. Help children develop and use foundational skills in real ways as they read and write.

Guys DO Read and Write: Fostering a Boy-Friendly Classroom (3-6)
Scott Jones (2015)
Do your boy students dread the daily literacy block? Explore research-based strategies and resources that focus on methods to help motivate boys to view themselves, and flourish, as literate citizens.

Support Student Authors Through Collaboration (K-6)
Ashley Kimberlin and others (2015)
Teachers describe their collaboration in co-teaching research units, focusing on effective collaboration through preparing, planning, sharing responsibility, and reflection.

Using Science to Excite Kindergarteners About Writing (K-2)
Karla Tanner and Jackie Deter-Klein (2015)
Young students love writing about science! Get excited about how to teach and guide young writers through the Common Core Writing Standards genres by focusing on units of Science Core Standards.

Developing Enthusiastic Writers: The Common Core State Standards and Writing Across Genres (K-2)
Sadie Worthen and Sally Mummey (2014)
Very young students can inquire, research, investigate, explore, edit, and publish in many genres meeting the Common Core State Standards. Students do well given high expectations, good instruction, and daily practice.

Literature for Content Reading and Writing (3-5)
Mary Jo Fresch (2014)
Experience hands-on activities in content reading, writing, and vocabulary for grades 3-5. Differentiated instruction will meet the Common Core State Standards for integrating language arts into the content areas.

From Speech to Print in the Writer's Workshop (K-6)
Susan Kontos and Katie Lohmeyer (2014)
Engage English language learners in the writing of authentic texts during the writer’s workshop. Videos and work samples illustrate how attention to craft moves students from oral to written language.

Teaching Information Writing in First Grade (K-2)
Alysha Needham and Sara Brown (2014)
Learn strategies for guiding young writers through the information writing process of Common Core State Standards through two units of instruction helping early primary writers publish a scientific magazine and an anthology.

The “Write” Stuff for Common Core State Standards (K-2)
Sophia Crawford, Lashenna Gaines (2014)
Differentiated writing instruction is the foundation for supporting and extending students' writing development. Use assessments to identify students’ needs in writing and developing strategy groups to support them.

Powerful Mentor Texts for Scientific Writing (K-2)
Pamela Bauser (2014)
Empower young writers to meet Common Core Writing Standards using mentor texts immersing students in science literacy Connect reading to oral language and writing through purposeful conversations and inquiry.

Teaching Writers to Self-Monitor (K-2)
Jen Schrecengost and Carol Nelson (2014)
Clay’s strategic actions in reading are powerful tools in the writing process. Discover how to support students in self-monitoring during writing, improving the quality of their written content, grammar, and phonics.

Transforming Traditional Spelling Instruction (3-6)
Jerry Zutell (2014)
A specific developmentally based technique is demonstrated, and a set of activities for improving/replacing traditional spelling instruction is shared.
Inquiry-Based Writing in the Content Areas (K-2)
Pamela Bauser and others (2013)
Develop an interactive, inquiry-based lesson incorporating science concepts through writing that encourages discovery. The scientific process is reflected in journals, response sheets, and investigative writings that correlate with Common Core State Standards.

Teaching Early Literacy Concepts (K-2)
Angela Chandler and Natalie Sweeney (2013)
Learn effective ways to teach pre-K and kindergarten children early literacy concepts such as letter knowledge, formation and sound relationships, directionality, spacing, and other early reading and writing behaviors.

Using the Common Core State Standards – Opinion Writing (3-6)
Rachel Fielhauer (2013)
Unlock the Common Core State Standards in writing and explore using persuasive writing in writing workshop and across curriculum. Intermediate student work samples, mentor texts, and teacher resources are shared.

Supporting Writers with the Common Core State Standards (3-6)
Courtney Johnson and Laurie Verba (2013)
Engage writers by exploring narrative and informational writing. Learn new strategies to infuse mentor texts with the Core State Standards. Gain a better understanding of how to support writers through conferencing and rubrics.

What’s in a Word? – Learning to Read and Write (K-2)
Max Brand (2013)
Explore ways to incorporate the use of word walls, wipe off boards, and writing to develop letter and word knowledge.

Early Learners: Linking Reading and Writing (K-2)
Catherine Piatt (2013)
Explore the connection between reading and writing for early learners. Videos examine interactive writing as an instructional practice for early learners, struggling writers, and English language learners.

Mentor Poetry: Reading/Writing Connections (K-6)
Rose Cappelli and Lynne Dorfman (2013)
Explore how poetry sparks ideas for reader response and notebook entries, make connections to other texts, and serve as scaffolds for writing. Includes modeling, shared, and independent practice with reflection.

Effects of Writing in Response to Reading
Susan Perry and Janet Behrend (2013)
Preliminary findings are shared from a study of the complementary effects of a small group intervention with a writing-in-response-to-reading component and Reading Recovery on the literacy progress of at-risk first-grade readers.
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